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Abstract

Purpose: Decisions to continue or suspend therapy with
immune checkpoint inhibitors are commonly guided by tumor
dynamics seen on serial imaging. However, immunotherapy
responses are uniquely challenging to interpret because tumors
often shrink slowly or can appear transiently enlarged due to
inflammation. We hypothesized that monitoring tumor cell
death in real time by quantifying changes in circulating tumor
DNA (ctDNA) levels could enable early assessment of immuno-
therapy efficacy.

Experimental Design: We compared longitudinal changes in
ctDNA levels with changes in radiographic tumor size and with
survival outcomes in 28 patients with metastatic non–small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC) receiving immune checkpoint inhibitor
therapy. CtDNAwas quantified by determining the allele fraction
of cancer-associated somatic mutations in plasma using a multi-
gene next-generation sequencing assay. We defined a ctDNA

response as a >50% decrease in mutant allele fraction from
baseline, with a second confirmatory measurement.

Results: Strong agreement was observed between ctDNA
response and radiographic response (Cohen's kappa, 0.753).
Median time to initial response among patients who achieved
responses in both categories was 24.5 days by ctDNA versus
72.5 days by imaging. Time on treatment was significantly longer
for ctDNA responders versus nonresponders (median, 205.5 vs.
69 days; P < 0.001). A ctDNA response was associated with
superior progression-free survival [hazard ratio (HR), 0.29;
95% CI, 0.09–0.89; P ¼ 0.03], and superior overall survival (HR,
0.17; 95% CI, 0.05–0.62; P ¼ 0.007).

Conclusions: A drop in ctDNA level is an early marker of
therapeutic efficacy and predicts prolonged survival in patients
treated with immune checkpoint inhibitors for NSCLC. Clin Cancer
Res; 24(8); 1872–80. �2018 AACR.

Introduction
Immune checkpoint inhibitors are known to produce tumor

response patterns that are distinct from those of most other
systemic anticancer therapies (1–7). Delayed tumor shrinkage
is frequently observed and can sometimes be preceded by
transient enlargement due to immune cell infiltration (termed

pseudoprogression). Thus, during the first fewmonths of treatment,
the standard practice of monitoring therapeutic efficacy via
serial radiographic scans may not provide clear clinical guidance.
Misinterpretation of scans could lead to inappropriate discontin-
uation of a potentially effective therapy, or conversely, an inef-
fective treatment could be continued hoping for a delayed
response that never comes. A blood biomarker with rapid kinetics
could offer an earlier indication of treatment efficacy to help
clarify therapeutic management decisions in such cases.

For patientswithnon–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), there are
currently no blood biomarkers that are routinely used to follow
treatment response. Circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) is emerging
as a promising cancer biomarker, and its potential utility in
monitoring therapeutic response has been explored for various
treatmentmodalities, including immunotherapy (8–15). Because
ctDNA can be distinguished based on the presence of tumor-
specific somaticmutations, it is expected to have greater specificity
than most serum protein markers. Also, because ctDNA is a
byproduct of dying cancer cells and is cleared from the blood
with a half-life of �2 hours (9), its levels provide a real-time
snapshot of active tumor cell death rather than simply a measure
of tumor burden. Example cases from prior studies (13, 16) have
shown that posttreatment ctDNA levels can spike as tumor cells
are killed and can then quickly decline after the initial wave of cell
death has subsided.

The present study was undertaken to investigate whether the
effectiveness of immunotherapy could be predicted based on
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early changes in ctDNA levels in patients with metastatic NSCLC.
We compared the timing and magnitude of change in ctDNA
levels and radiographic tumor size measurements longitudinally
during treatment. We examined whether patients with down-
trending ctDNA levels were more likely to have a longer duration
of treatment benefit.We also examinedwhether such patients had
improved clinical outcomes, including progression-free survival
and overall survival.

Materials and Methods
Patients and plasma

In this single-institution study, we collected serial blood sam-
ples between October 2014 and May 2016 from patients
diagnosed with metastatic NSCLC who were receiving immuno-
therapy with an anti–PD-1 or anti–PD-L1 drug, alone or in
combination with other immunotherapeutic agents. Patients
concurrently receiving any other class of systemic cancer therapy
were excluded from the study. Treating oncologists were blinded
to the results of ctDNA testing, and ctDNAanalysiswas performed
while blinded to clinical data. The study was approved by the
Human Investigation Committee of Yale University, and was
conducted according to established ethical guidelines as outlined
in the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed written consent was
obtained from all patients.

Blood samples were collected on the first day of treatment
(prior to initiation of therapy), and thereafter at the time of
routine clinical blood draws, typically at intervals of 2 or more
weeks. Up to 20 mL of blood was collected at each time point in
EDTA-containing tubes. Plasma was separated by centrifugation
at 1,000� g for 10 minutes within 4 hours of collection and was
stored at �80�C.

Measurement and monitoring of ctDNA
Cell-free DNA was extracted from 1-mL aliquots of thawed

plasma using a QIAamp MinElute Virus Vacuum Kit (Qiagen).
Tumor-derived somatic mutations within cell-free DNA were
identified and quantified using an enhanced version of the
Error-Suppressed Deep Sequencingmethod previously published
by our group (Fig. 1A; detailed in the Supplementary Methods;

refs. 17, 18). The assay simultaneously queried thousands of
possible point mutations and insertions/deletions within 43
mutation-prone regions of 24 cancer-associated genes (Supple-
mentary Table S1). High-throughput DNA sequencing was per-
formed in 75 base-pair, paired-end mode on an Illumina
HiSeq2500 instrument. Mutations found in plasma were com-
pared with those identified in tumor tissue when available from
routine clinical evaluation by a CLIA-certified clinical laboratory.
To quantify ctDNA, we calculated the allelic fraction of mutant
tumor-derived DNA within total cell-free DNA in plasma based
on mutant and wild-type sequence counts obtained from next-
generation sequencing data. If more than one mutation was
identified in a baseline sample, we used the mutation having the
highest allelic fraction to track ctDNA levels over time. Data
evaluating the detection sensitivity and reproducibility of ctDNA
measurements are provided in Supplementary Figures S2 to S4.

Radiographic data and clinical outcomes
Patients underwent computed tomographic (CT) scans with-

in 30 days prior to their first immunotherapy treatment, and
then typically at intervals of 6 to 12 weeks thereafter or when
clinically indicated. Scans were evaluated according to
Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST), ver-
sion 1.1 (19), by a radiologist blinded to ctDNA data. Radio-
graphic tumor burden was quantified as the sum of longest
unidimensional diameters of target tumor lesions. Radiograph-
ic responses were recorded as partial response (PR) if the tumor
burden decreased by at least 30%, as progressive disease (PD) if
the tumor burden increased by at least 20% or if new lesions
appeared, or as stable disease (SD) if neither criterion was met.
Treatment duration was determined based on the off-treatment
date designated by the treating oncologist. Progression-free
survival was defined as the interval between treatment initia-
tion and the date of disease progression or death, whichever
occurred earlier. Overall survival was defined as the time
interval from treatment initiation to death. A censor date of
May 15, 2016, was applied if no endpoint was met.

Statistical analysis
Agreement between radiographic response and ctDNA

response was assessed with Cohen's kappa coefficient. Wilcoxon
rank-sum tests were used to assess the difference in magnitude of
early ctDNA drop between radiographic responders and nonre-
sponders and the difference in days on treatment between ctDNA
responders and nonresponders. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was
used to evaluate the difference in timing of ctDNA response versus
radiographic response. Association of time-varying ctDNA
response status with progression-free survival and overall survival
was estimated separately by Cox proportional hazards regression
models. Extended Kaplan–Meier survival curves (20) were pro-
vided to illustrate the resulting hazard ratios. All patients were
classified as nonresponders by ctDNA at baseline. Subjects with at
least 50% reduction of ctDNA from baseline with a second
consecutive confirmatory value were considered ctDNA respon-
ders. Responders with subsequent measurements above the 50%
threshold with a second consecutive confirmatory value were
reclassified as nonresponders. Measurements of ctDNA that
occurred >2 weeks after the off-treatment date were excluded.
Tests were two-sided, and P values <0.05 were considered
statistically significant. All analyses were conducted using SAS
9.4 (SAS Institute).

Translational Relevance

Immune checkpoint inhibitors have changed the landscape
of lung cancer treatment by offering long-term disease control
with fewer side effects than traditional chemotherapy. How-
ever, because most patients do not benefit from this powerful
new treatment class, there is a critical need to develop bio-
markers that quickly evaluate the efficacy of immunotherapy
treatment. In this study, we tested whether circulating tumor
DNA (ctDNA) obtained from peripheral blood could be used
to predict immunotherapy response in patients with meta-
static non–small cell lung cancer. We observed strong agree-
ment between radiographic response to immunotherapy anda
reduction in ctDNA level to half of its pretreatment value. Such
a ctDNA response was seen significantly earlier than radio-
graphic response and was associated with improved patient
survival. These findings provide a rationale for use of ctDNA in
conjunction with standard imaging to provide an earlier and
more comprehensive assessment of immunotherapy efficacy.

Assessment of Immunotherapy Response by ctDNA
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Results
Patients and clinical samples

We enrolled 49 patients with metastatic NSCLC who were
receiving immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy. The study
focused on 28 patients in whom somatic mutations were iden-
tified in baseline plasma.We analyzed a total of 182 serial plasma
samples that were obtained at baseline, during treatment, or up to
2 weeks after termination of immunotherapy (provided that
another line of treatment had not yet been initiated). Patients
had aminimumof 2 and amaximumof 27 serial samples. Among
the 28 patients, 22 were treated with single-agent anti–PD-1 or
anti–PD-L1 therapy and 6 received combination immunotherapy
(detailed in Supplementary Fig. S1). Patient characteristics of
the 28 subjects with trackable ctDNA are summarized in
Supplementary Table S2. Individual characteristics of all 49
enrolled patients are provided in Supplementary Table S3. No
significant difference was found in overall survival between the
28 patients who had detectable ctDNAmutations at baseline and
the 21 patients who did not (HR, 1.86; 95% CI, 0.76–4.52; P ¼
0.17; Supplementary Fig. S5). Comparison of baseline character-
istics between these two populations yielded no significant dif-
ferences other than gender (for which we have no reasonable
physiological explanation; Supplementary Table S4).

Longitudinal quantification of somatic mutations in plasma
ctDNAwasquantifiedbydetermining the allelic fractionof cell-

free DNA fragments that harbored cancer-associated somatic
mutations. We used an assay in which multiplexed PCR ampli-
fication products of 43 mutation-prone regions in 24 genes were
subjected toultra-deepnext-generation sequencing (Fig. 1A). True
mutant sequences were distinguished from sequencer misreads
and PCR polymerase misincorporations using molecular and
computational error-suppression techniques (described in the
Supplementary Methods). The mutant allele fraction was deter-
mined by comparing read counts of variant and wild-type
sequences (Supplementary Table S5). More than one mutation
was detected in the baseline plasma of eight out of 28 patients; in
these cases we used themutationwith the highest allele fraction at
baseline for longitudinal monitoring. Routine clinical testing of
available tumor tissue by an independent laboratory identified
somatic mutations in 14 patients (Supplementary Table S6). We
identified the identicalmutation in the plasmaDNAof all but one
of these 14 cases. Among the 49 total enrolled patients in the
study, 20 patients had mutations found in tissue which were also
assessed by the ctDNA assay; a concordantmutationwas found in
the plasma of 13 of these patients. One patient had a mutation
identified in ctDNA which was tested for, but was not identified
in tumor tissue. Based on these results (summarized in
Supplementary Table S3), the calculated concordance was 65%
(13 true positive / [13 true positive þ 1 false positive þ 6 false
negative]). Detection rates of ctDNA are known to be lower in
nontreatment-na€�ve cohorts.

Figure 1 provides illustrative trajectories of serial ctDNA mea-
surements and radiographic tumor burden for two patients in our
study: one who had a robust, durable immunotherapy response
(Fig. 1B) andonewhohad rapid disease progression (Fig. 1C). For
the treatment responder, we noted a rapid decline in mutant
ctDNA to undetectable levels at the first blood draw. The corre-
sponding change in tumor size was more gradual, with radio-
graphic PR achieved at the third scan. This patient was continuing

to receive immunotherapy as of the data cutoff date. In contrast,
the patient without treatment response was observed to have
immediate increases in both ctDNA levels and radiographic
tumor burden, and therapy was stopped shortly thereafter. Radio-
graphic and ctDNA trajectories are provided in Supplementary
Figure S1 for the remaining 26 study patients.

Treatment response by ctDNA correlates with radiographic
response

To formally investigate whether ctDNA could be used to
monitor immunotherapy response, we first tested for agreement
between radiographic response and change in ctDNA level.
Although a transient increase in ctDNA levels can occur when
tumor cells die in the initial phases of therapy, we predicted that
the short duration and variable timing of such a spike would be
difficult to consistently measure. Instead, we examined whether
radiographic responsewas associatedwith a drop in ctDNA levels,
whichwe expectedwould be sustained for a longer duration as the
number of actively dying tumor cells diminished. We defined a
"ctDNA response" as a drop in ctDNA level to <50% of baseline,
with a second successive confirmatory measurement (modeled
after response criteria for prostate-specific antigen) (21).

We found strong agreement between ctDNA response and best
radiographic response using the Cohen's kappa statistic [k ¼
0.753; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.501–1.000; P < 0.001]
among the 24 patients in the study who were evaluable for
radiographic response by RECIST criteria (Fig. 2A). Ten patients
had a radiographic PR, all of whom also had a ctDNA response.
Eleven patients failed to achieve PR and also had no ctDNA
response. The three remaining patients with discordant responses
all had ctDNA responses without achieving radiographic PR: two
had radiographic PD, and one had SD. This analysis excluded 3
patients who lacked a posttreatment scan (patients 012, 023, and
025) and 1 patient with an unevaluable target lesion due to
surrounding lung atelectasis (patient 015).

Early patterns of change in ctDNA level are compared in Fig. 2B
and C for patients whose best radiographic response was PR with
>30% tumor shrinkage versus PD with >20% tumor growth,
respectively. Patients who achieved radiographic response all
showed a substantial drop in ctDNA level, with two patients
showing a temporary spike preceding the drop. In contrast,
patientswith>20% increase in tumor size showed amore variable
ctDNA trend, and none met ctDNA response criteria.

Radiographic responders show a substantial reduction in
ctDNA levels

Next, we evaluated the magnitude of change in ctDNA level
among radiographic responders and nonresponders. We found
that the lowest ctDNA measurement relative to baseline within
the first 50 days of treatment was significantly lower for patients
who achieved radiographic PR than for those who did not (P ¼
0.002; Fig. 2D). Althoughwe set the threshold for ctDNA response
at �50%, the actual drop that we observed in patients who
achieved a radiographic PR was much greater. Of the 10 radio-
graphic responders, eight patients achieved undetectable ctDNA
and two patients had changes of �89% and �91% [median
ctDNA change, �100%; interquartile range (IQR), �100% to
�100%]. Among the 14 radiographic nonresponders, the change
in ctDNA level was much more variable (median ctDNA change,
�18%; IQR,�70% to 69%).Of note, there were two radiographic
nonresponders who achieved undetectable ctDNA, and both
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appeared to derive long-term clinical benefit from immunother-
apy as independently judged by their treating oncologists. One of
these patients remained on therapy for 386 days until death from
a bowel perforation, and the other patient continued to receive
immunotherapy as of the data cutoff date (at least 152 days). We
therefore compared overall survival between patients who
achieved undetectable levels of ctDNA at any posttreatment
time point versus those who did not and found the former
group had a superior overall survival (HR, 0.11; 95% CI, 0.02
to 0.88; P ¼ 0.037).

ctDNA response is seen more rapidly than radiographic
response

To evaluate our hypothesis that treatment efficacy can be more
rapidly assessed by ctDNA than by imaging, we compared the

timing of ctDNA and radiographic responses among the 10
patients who achieved a response in both categories (Fig. 2E).
Themedian time to initial ctDNA responsewas 24.5 days from the
start of treatment, whereas themedian time to initial radiographic
PR was 72.5 days (confirmation of response with a second
measurement was obtained at a median of 43.5 days for ctDNA
and 115 days for imaging, respectively). Recognizing that such a
comparison could be inherently biased because ctDNA was
generallymeasured earlier, we compared the timing offirst ctDNA
or radiographic assessment to the timing of initial response. In
this group of 10 patients, the first ctDNAmeasurement occurred a
median of only 14.5 days earlier than the first scan. However,
initial ctDNA response occurred amedianof 42.5days earlier than
initial radiographic response (P ¼ 0.004). We note that because
the cohort evaluable for this analysis was only 10 patients, it is
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Figure 1.

Schematic of ctDNA assay and representative patient cases. A, Schematic illustration of the enhanced Error Suppressed Deep Sequencing assay for ctDNA
quantitation. MLT, molecular lineage tag; BC, barcode. B and C, Plasma levels of ctDNA and measurements of radiographic tumor burden are plotted for two
representative patients with metastatic NSCLC: a patient with treatment response and a patient with PD. B, An 89-year-old woman who received anti–PD-1
immunotherapy as first-line treatment achieved undetectable ctDNA on day 42, and met radiographic response criteria on day 125. The patient received
27 cycles of immunotherapy, with treatment continuing as of the data cutoff date. Undetectable ctDNA is indicated by open diamonds. C, A 73-year-old
woman who received first-line anti–PD-1 immunotherapy failed to meet criteria for radiographic or ctDNA response. Radiographic progression was noted
on day 38 and therapy was stopped on day 73 (date of death). Radiographic and ctDNA measurements for the remaining 26 patients in the study are
presented in Supplementary Fig. S1.
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uncertain whether a similar pattern would be observed in a larger
cohort of patients with imaging available at earlier time points.

Longer-term treatment benefit is seen among ctDNA
responders

Figure 3 shows the duration of immunotherapy treatment and
the periods of radiographic and ctDNA response for each of the
28 patients in the study. Because an oncologist's decision to
continue or terminate therapy was based on clinical factors
beyond just the radiographic response (but without knowing
ctDNA results), the duration of therapy offers an additional,
clinically relevant gauge of treatment efficacy. The median dura-
tion on therapy was significantly longer for the 14 ctDNA respon-
ders compared with the 14 patients without ctDNA response
(205.5 vs. 69 days; P < 0.001). As five of the patients with ctDNA
response were continuing immunotherapy at last follow-up
(vs. only 1 nonresponding patient), this difference in therapy
duration is likely underestimated.

ctDNA response is associated with improved progression-free
and overall survival

Finally, we evaluated the association between ctDNA response
and survival outcomes. Because by definition, ctDNA response
could not be assessed until after starting treatment, we used an
extended Kaplan–Meier estimator (20) to incorporate the time-
varying categorization of patients as ctDNA responders or non-
responders. We found that achievement of a ctDNA response was
associated with a significantly lower risk of disease progression or
death [hazard ratio (HR), 0.29; 95% CI, 0.09–0.89; P ¼
0.03; Fig. 4A]. Analysis of overall survival (Fig. 4B) showed that
ctDNA response was associated with a significantly lower risk of
death (HR, 0.17; 95% CI, 0.05–0.62; P ¼ 0.007). In comparison,
patients who achieved radiographic response appeared to have a
lower risk of death, but this association failed to reach statistical
significance (HR 0.22; 95% CI, 0.05–1.02; P ¼ 0.053). An addi-
tional landmark analysis also demonstrated a superior overall
survival among those with a ctDNA response (HR, 0.13; 95% CI
0.03–0.51; P ¼ 0.0034; Supplementary Fig. S6). A similar land-
mark analysis of progression-free survival failed to achieve sta-
tistical significance, likely because 12 of 28 patients were excluded
due to death or censoring prior to determination of landmark
status, leaving only four patients in the nonresponder group (HR,
0.29; 95% CI 0.06–1.45; P ¼ 0.13; Supplementary Fig. S6).

Discussion
Our study demonstrates that ctDNA can be a clinically infor-

mative biomarker to complement radiographic monitoring of
response in patients receiving immune checkpoint inhibitor ther-

apy forNSCLC.We found strong agreement between radiographic
response and ctDNA response, which we defined as a drop in
ctDNA level to less than half of the baseline value. CtDNA
responses were seen significantly sooner than radiographic
responses, indicating that ctDNA monitoring could provide an
early measure of therapeutic efficacy. Our data also show that
patients who achieve a ctDNA response are more likely to have a
longer duration of treatment benefit, and superior progression-
free and overall survival.

While 21 of 24 radiographically evaluable patients had con-
cordant ctDNA and radiographic responses, the ctDNA findings
for the three patients with discordant responses nevertheless
appeared to reflect their clinical course. Two patients had short-
lived ctDNA responses without achieving radiographic PR, and
both had relatively short treatment durations with the downward
ctDNA trend reversing before therapy was discontinued. The third
patient nearly met RECIST criteria for PR and his ctDNA quickly
becameundetectable and remained so for over a year on treatment
until he died from an unrelated cause. In fact, most patients who
had a long-term benefit from immunotherapy rapidly achieved a
dramatic and persistent drop in ctDNA (�90–100%). Although
we used a decline of >50% as a threshold to define ctDNA
response, achievement of undetectable ctDNA may prove to be
a stronger predictor of long-term response, and may identify
patients who comprise the "tail" of the survival curve (22). This
could be explored in future studies with larger patient cohorts.

The use of ctDNA as a quantitative biomarker for assessment
of immunotherapy response has been explored in prior studies
(12–15), most of which have focused on tracking of driver
mutations in patients with melanoma using digital PCR or
allele-specific PCR. Interestingly, some of these studies report
observing a transient spike preceding a decline in ctDNA levels
in a subset of patients, likely reflecting DNA release as tumor cells
are killed.We observed such a spike in patients 008 and 027, both
of whom went on to have durable responses. It would be impor-
tant to avoid misinterpreting such a spike as disease progression.
In fact, Xi and colleagues (13) found that an early spike in ctDNA
level during the first month on treatment was correlated with an
objective response to T-cell transfer therapy. In the present study,
we focused on measuring a drop in ctDNA because we predicted
that a transient spike would be difficult to consistently measure
due to variability in its timing and magnitude.

There are several limitations of our study that are important to
note. One potential limitation is that all patients were not treated
with a uniform immunotherapy regimen. We took this approach
because we had no reason to expect that themechanism of ctDNA
release or interpretation of ctDNA changes would differ among
various immune checkpoint inhibitors.While ourfindings appear
generally applicable across the entire therapeutic class, our study

Figure 2.
Concordance, magnitude, and timing of ctDNA and radiographic response to immunotherapy. A, Agreement of ctDNA response and best radiographic
response, defined as the lowest ratio of [tumor burden on any postbaseline scan] to [tumor burden at baseline] (26) (n ¼ 24 patients). Tumor burden was
measured according to RECIST, version 1.1 (19). Red outline indicates patients who achieved a ctDNA response. Dotted lines indicate a 30% decrease or
20% increase in RECIST sum of diameters. B and C, Percentage change in ctDNA level from baseline during the first 100 days of immunotherapy among
patients with at least a 30% decrease (B, n ¼ 10) or a 20% increase (C, n ¼ 6) in RECIST-defined tumor burden. D, Lowest ctDNA level (percentage change from
baseline) measured within the first 50 days after initiation of immunotherapy, for patients who achieved radiographic PR versus those who did not. Each dot
represents one patient (n ¼ 24). The median value for each group is indicated by a horizontal line. A dashed line indicates a 50% decrease in ctDNA level,
which is the threshold for ctDNA response. P ¼ 0.002 by the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. E, Time to radiographic versus ctDNA response among patients who
achieved both types of response (n ¼ 10). Dates of ctDNA and radiographic measurements meeting response criteria are shown. Also shown are preceding
time points that failed to meet response criteria as well as confirmatory measurements for both ctDNA and imaging.
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population was not large enough to formally evaluate ctDNA
response patterns for each agent individually. Another limitation
of our study comes from the variability in the timing of blood
collection. To avoid excess venipuncture, we collected plasma
when patients were undergoing blood draws for clinical testing;
collection at prespecified time points would have allowed us to
evaluate the ctDNA trends more consistently. Additionally, our
study population may be biased because we excluded patients
who did not have detectable mutant ctDNA at baseline (detect-
able ctDNA may be associated with worse prognosis). Although
our assay covered a broad panel of 43 mutation-prone regions,
even broader mutation coveragemay enable tracking of ctDNA in

a higher proportion of patients (23–25). If DNA were extracted
from a larger volume of plasma, wemight also have increased the
probability of finding mutant copies in patients with very low-
abundance ctDNA. Moreover, mutations in different genomic
targets could have variable detection sensitivities. However, there
will likely remain cases where mutant ctDNA copies are below
detection limits at baseline. We found that a high proportion of
patients in our study hadmutations in theKRAS oncogene. This is
likely because patients with mutations in other driver oncogenes
(e.g.,EGFR) oftendonot receive immunotherapy because they are
less likely to benefit, or they may receive a combination of
immunotherapy and targeted therapy (which is an exclusion
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criterion for the study). However, we believe that our findings
should be generalizable beyond KRAS-mutant lung cancer
because the ability to quantify changes in ctDNA levels should
not depend on the presence of mutations in a particular gene. We
should also note that the reliability of prediction of clinical
endpoints is dependent on the reproducibility of ctDNAmeasure-
ments. The coefficients of variation for our assay ranged from
7.8% to 25% when measuring mutant allele fraction of technical
replicate spike-in samples, and 25.5% to 35.0% when measuring
total read counts of purification replicates (Supplementary Figs.
S3 and S4). Finally, because our study had a relatively small
sample size and lacked a validation cohort, the results must be
reproduced in an independent populationbefore they canbeused
to guide clinical practice.

An important category of patients that our studydidnot directly
address are those who failed to achieve radiographic response
criteria, but may have had long-term disease stability while on

immunotherapy, indicating a durable clinical benefit. We cate-
gorized patients in this study as "responders" or "nonresponders,"
but perhaps separately evaluating a third category of patients with
SD might help to identify some patients who may be benefiting
from therapy by avoiding progression of disease. Our sample size
is too small to permit such an analysis in the present study, but
perhaps it could be explored in a larger, future study.

We chose to quantify ctDNA trends based on changes inmutant
allele fraction rather than the number ofmutantmolecules permL
of plasma. A legitimate concern with our approach is that the
allele fraction can be affected by changes in the levels of back-
ground wild-type DNA, which could be caused by various factors
such as inflammation, trauma, physical activity, or infection.
Indeed, some patients in our study did show fluctuations in
ctDNA allele fraction without having corresponding changes in
radiographic tumor burden (e.g., patients 014 and 028). This
could be partly explained by the rapid clearance of ctDNA which
makes its steady-state levels especially sensitive to changes in the
rate of release; but it could also be explained by changes in the
levels of background wild-type DNA. However, we have found
that the alternative approach of quantifyingmutantmolecules per
mL of plasma can produce inconsistent results because of vari-
ability in purification yield and efficiency of converting plasma
DNA into sequencing libraries.

The rapid and profound ctDNA changes observed among
treatment responders in this study were in clear contrast to the
typically more modest radiographic reductions in tumor bulk
seen within the same time-frame. A likely explanation is that
ctDNA levels reflect the rate of active tumor cell death, rather
than total tumor mass. Such rapid response kinetics may be an
advantage of ctDNA over protein biomarkers, which are
generally secreted from live tumor cells and track more closely
with overall tumor burden. Although our study was focused on
lung cancer, a disease for which reliable protein markers do
not exist, we anticipate that ctDNA could also find similar
utility as an early marker of immunotherapy response in
other malignancies.
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